


The C144S model it is the bigger version of C133 „Viatoris” - The World Superyacht Awards Winner 2019 - while the 
letter “S” stands for Straight bow which makes her even more Superb, Sleek and Sexy! 

Characteristic, modern, yet timelessly stylish design combines both the incredible harmony of form and the ferocity 
resulting from the firm lines of the silhouette that ultimately shape the intriguing musculature of the yacht. Incredibly 
spacious interior of the yacht with huge panoramic windows provides extraordinary comfort and atmosphere on board, 
offering owner’s suite plus 4 VIP cabins, as well as 4 double cabins for the crew, plus a captain’s cabin on the bridge. 
The outer deck is an amazing combination of many multi-functional zones, starting from the fantastic aft platform with 
a beach club, through 4 amazing lounge zones, deck cinema, 2 bars and 2 dinning zones, ending with the infinity pool 
on the highest deck. 

Conrad Shipyard is pleased to announce that this prestigious creation by Britain’s Reymond Langton, married to the 
proven naval architecture and engineering by Diana Yacht Design is already far advanced under construction for Swiss 
customer. Yacht number one is scheduled for May 2022 while second one the year after. Still one of them is available 
for sale !
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deck layouts

Full Displacement Motor
Steel
Aluminium
494 GT
LR  100A1 SSC Yacht Mono G6,
[] LMC, MCA REG Yacht Code

44.27 m (145 ft. 3 in.)
42.98 m (141 ft.)
8.90 m (29 ft. 2 in.)
2.45 m (8 ft.) 
approx. 472 t 
11/13 kts
4,000 NM

51300 l (13552 gal.) 
11710 l (3093 gal.) 
11300 l (2985 gal.)

2x CAT C18 ACERT, B-rated, 
500kW @ 2100rpm 
2x ZF W650
2x CAT C7.1 118 kW
CMC Electric Zero Speed Stabilizers
Furuno

Feebe
Condaria
Hamann AG

Reymond Langton
Diana Yacht Design
Conrad Shipyard
M2 Atelier

Type 
Hull construction

Superstructure 
Gross Tonnage

Class 

Length overall 
Length at waterline

Beam
Draft

Displacement
Cruising/max speed

Range @ 10 kts

Fuel capacity
Fresh water capacity

Sewage capacity

Main engines

Gerboxes
Generators

Stabilizers
Navigation &

communication

Hydraulic system
Air-conditioning

Sewage treatment

Exterior Design
Naval Architecture

Mechanical engineering
Interior Design
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